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Korean Vets

Students seeking a 1,44.11.1.ti Vt.
wrsice deferneent for the next
warm’s. year should request an
scIS 109 or Strant 103 toner In
sand est iwfore leaving at the
i,d,ti the semester. ’Students
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Any KlInVtll war veteran who
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Plans for $3 Million College Union
Boosted with Consultant’s Praise

Planning for SJS’ proposed $3
million college union took another
step forward last week when William Varney, College Union consultant at the University of Ariions, offered some concrete suggestions" on the tentative plans
being developed, according to Dr.
Dwight Bentel, head of the Jour.
autism and Advertising department.
Dr. Bentel, chairman of the College Union committee--the group
given the responsibility for draft.
tag Plans for the proposed structure said that Varney regarded
the planning already done as "by
and large sound in the main" and
that he made no major recommendations for change.
ALL ELEMENTS TOGETHER
The committee formally voted
to label the project as the "College Union" rather than "student
union." Dr. Bentel explained that
the purpose of the building will be
to "draw all the elements on campus together. By implication, student union is something which operates solely for the students,
while College Union is something
that operates for all," he said.
Dr. Bentel said that "basically,
our problem remains that of waiting until the new college board of
trustees is activated July I, so
that we have someone in authority
to go to with our request to build."
Meantime, the committee expects to bring in at least one more
College Union consultant "from a
neighboring university," Dr. Bentel added.
Earlier this semester, Dr. Chester Berry, student union consultant
at Stanford university, expressed
his views to the committee. Both
consultants were in agreement on
the "pressing need for an adequate

College I. 1111111
1,I’.
tel declared.
’VERY SATISFACTORY’
Dr. Bentel said that the site between the Industrial Arts building and the Art building was described by Varney as "very satisfactory" as a building site for
the College Union.
Financing for the College Union is to come from student fees,

Fired Illinois
Prof To Speak
A former University of Illinois
biology professor who was fired
a year ago following the publication of his comments condoning
illicit sex activities under certain
conditions will speak torhorrow
about.his case as the guest of the
SJS chapter of the American
Federation of Teachers.
Dr. Leo F. Koch, whose letter
to the university newspaper
touched off nationwide controversy last spring, will speak at 3:30
in the Spartan cafeteria rooms A
and B, according to AFT spokesman, Dr. Mervyn Cadwallader, assistant professor of sociology.
Dr. Koch, in the letter to the
Daily Illini in March 1960, said:
"With modern contraceptives
and medical advice readily available at the nearest drugstore ...
there is no valid reason why sexual intercourse should not be condoned among those sufficiently
mature to engage in it without
violating their own codes of morality and ethics."
Dr. Koch plans to have his case
reviewed by Illinois state courts
and eventually the US. Supreme
Court, if necessary.

’Thou Shalt Not Kill’
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Ott the Saturday before Easter,
line
of some 2500 people
marched into San Francisco’s Union Square carrying posters with
messages of peace and disarmament.
The procession, sponsored by the
American Friends Service committee, was part of a world-wide
disarmament demonstration in 37
countries during the Easter week.
Similar walks were held in
Boston, Chicago. Denver, Los Angeles. New York, Portland (Ore.r.
Philadelphia, Tucson and Washintslon.
In ;iddition to peace walks there
Were all-night
vigils at military
tart defense plants, rallies, and
town meetings urging an American init bitive for disarrnament.
The Easter peace activities
"re open to anyone who wanted
to show concern publicly over the
arms race, according to Ross
Plana4an assistant peace secretall’ of the American Friends
Service committee in San Fran-

Last week the walkers, who
have been averaging about 15 to
20 miles a day, reached Pittsburgh. Pa. The hope to promote
unilateral disarmament and world
peace.
The group expects to arrive In
New York City May 28 and will
fly to London. They plan to carry
their peaceful crusade through
England. France, Belgium, West
Germany and Poland before entering Russia.
The CNVA has sponsored several anti -war projects in America
including protests at nuclear testing grounds, missile bases and
war plants, In 1958, it backed the
voyage of the "Golden Rule" when
the craft attempted to enter U.S.
nuclear testing grounds at Eniwetok in the Pacific.
DEMONSTRATIONS
Since last June, the CNVA has
demonstrated 12 times against
Polaris missile -firing submarines
designed and built in New London,
Conn. Nine objectors were arrested Nov. 22 after boarding the
Polaris sub "Ethan Allen" during
launching ceremonies. Three more
have been arrested this year for
boarding other vessels.
The group has called upon all
governments to disarm unilaterally (take the initiative toward
disarmament I and thus weaken
the "justification" for aggression.
The CNVA maintains this action
would create momentum for total
world disarmament.
The committee proposes that
economic readjustment planning
begin now to prevent disarmament front disrupting the economy
or causing unemployment.
To encourage this program, the
CNVA suggests the following radi-

PACIFISTS’
Press reports of the peace walkers generally referred to them as
"pacifists," hut only six of the
MO who registered in advance of
the walk were members of the
religious Society
Friends
of
(Qua kers).
The Committee for Nonviolent
Action (CNVA). a group of Americans who have joined together
t" exPlore ways in which nonviolent direct action can be used
"I Prevent wars, organized t he
World’s longest peace walk last
steps:
becember --- 6500 miles from San cal
1. Refusal to register for the
Francisco to Moscow -- to "stimuarmed forces.
late People all over the world to draft or serve in the
act for peace."
2 Refusal to work in mIlltarY

Major ASB Hopefuls
Tell Party Platforms
Mori is Dailey it UdIttillUM Was
a little less than half filled yesterday at 3:30 p.m. when the 11
major ASB candidates outlined
their platforms. The discussion
was sponsored by the Inter-Class
council.
PREXY HOPEFULS
Brent Davis, Sparta party can-

com-

subscriptions and a longterm loan of about $2 million from
the Federal Home and Housing administration, according to Dr.
Bentel."
"If students aren’t willing for
Spartan Shops to make a profit,
we might as well forget about the
College Union," Dr. Bentel said

munity

Cuban Defectors,
Guests of SAC,
Speak Tomorrow
native Cubans, all of whom
fought to put Fidel Castro in power and now believe he has "betrayed the Cuban people" will
speak at 11:30 tomorrow morning
in Morris Dailey auditorium.
The speakers, all of them defectors from the Castro regime
within the past year, are Ed Kirkland, U.S. citizen, born in Cuba
PRESIDENTIAL HOPEFULSRon Gerevas, (left), ASB presidenand a lifetime Cuban resident;
tial candidate on the Paper Ballot, promised "experience, qualiDavid Cabarrocas. former Univerfications and dedication" for members of his ticket yesterday
sity of Havana student who fought
at the discussion sponsored by the Inter-Class council in Morris
alongside Castro in the Sierra
Dailey auditorium. Brent Davis, Sparta Party candidate for the
Madre:, Waldo Estrada, former
presidency, told the audience of his chief goal of "representative
Cuban labor leader; Wilfredo
student government" for SJS, and appealed to all students to
Borroto jr., son of a former University of Havana professor.
vote for the betterment of student government in Thursday and
The four will speak on "The
Friday’s elections.
Tragedy of Cuba" under the sponsorship of Students Against Communism, according to Bill Weik,
SAC president.
Russ Walton, the west coast
representative of the National A.
sociation of Manufacturers, wil,
also speak tomorrow as the gut’-’
of Students Against Communism
Walton will lecture on "Free EnDr. Alice C. Scofield, associate ’stated, she Is called upon to work
terprise" at 3:30 in Engineering
professor of English and secondary with other Instructors who are
118, Weik said.
education, was rewarded for her seeking to improve their effectiveoutstanding contributions to both ness in aiding students’ reading
the college and the community by
receiving the AWS "F acuity
CONTRIBUTIONS
Woman of the Year" award.
The outstanding faculty woman
The announcement of the out- has been a consultant and a workstanding faculty woman was made shop director for school districts
at the annual Wornan’s Week ban- throughout’ the state. In these
quet Sunday night in the Spartan areas she has made important
cafeteria.
contributions in the improvement
In a letter of nomination from’ of the teaching of reading and
the Secondary Education dept., English in secondary schools.
Locally, Dr. Scofield serves as
industry or pay taxes for military Dr. Scofield’s contribution to the
programs.
secondary -teaching -internship pro- the only woman on the all -college
3. Noncooper ation with civil de- gram was retognized and praised, Committee on Teacher Education;
fense drills.
Carolyn Cottrell. AWS president, she is also on the secondary Teacher-Selection committee which
PEACE ADVOCATES
told in reading the letter.
The proposal for unilateral dis"For the past several years our screens all secondary-credential
armament has been advocated college has offered a special pro- candidates; and she is the Faculty
from a religious, moral or pacifist gram for outstanding Persons who Council’s representative Mr the
standpoint by such men as Lewis have reached graduate standing SJS examination committee.
In addition to these activities
Mumford, C. Wright Mills arid and wish to teach in secondary
Dr. Scofield is faculty adviser to
Bertrand Russell.
schools.
Mills. in his book "The Causes
Pi Lambda Theta, a national honor
SUPERVISED INTERNS
of World War III," says the U.S.
fraternity for upper division wom"Dr.
Scofield
has
not
only
deshould disarm unilaterally a n d
en in education.
s:eloped
this
program,
serving
as
move to destroy or convert its
HUSBAND INSTRUCTOR
existing weapons for peace time coordinator for the entire . . .
Dr. Scofield’s husband is also
program
for
the
past
three
years;
uses. He also calls for the governan instructor. She commutes each
ment to abandon all military bases but she has also supervised those day from Redwood City to keep
interns
whose
majors
and
teachoutside the United States.
7:30 a.m. office hours.
Unilateral disarmament steps ing assignments are in the field
The letter concludes: "Somewhich pacifists hope will lead to of English," the letter stated.
where in her busy schedule, Dr.
total disarmament are:
Currently the "Faculty Woman Scofield finds time to be the leader
I. Sharing of scientific infor- of the Year" is serving on a comfor weekly meetings of the
mation.
mittee of the National Council for Brownie troop of which her young
2. Stopping atomic and hydro- Teachers of English. She is also
daughter is a member."
gen bomb tests.
chairman of the Professional corn3. Troop reductions.
mate of the Central California
4. Evacuation of one or more Council tor Teachers of English.
military bases.
Next year Dr. Scofield will serve
5. Discontinuance of German re- as vice president of this organizaarmament.
tion.
Pacifists will agree that uniIn addition to these services Dr.
Applications for AWS represenhowrisk;
lateral steps constitute a
Scofield teaches English composi- tatives-at -large to the judicial
cripa
not
is
ever believe the risk
tion and a course in the teaching of board are now available in the
is infinitely
pling one, and
secondary school English. As an
smaller than the danger of con- authoritf in reading, the letter Activities office, Adm292, or the
College Union, 315 S. Ninth st.,
race.
tinuing the arms
Miss Terri Galvin, activities adRISK
viser, announced yesterday.
One risk is that because of mil Scholarship Offered
Qualifications include a 2.25
tual suspicions and fears, they..
grade point and upper division
is no guarantee unilateral tbs. By Teachers’ Club
Information regarding the $200 standing during the term in ofarmament will lead to bilateral
disarment. (How can we be sure Delano Elementary Teachers club fice, she explained.
Candidates for AWS offices Inthe Russians will disarm if we scholarship, for college juniors or
destroy our nuclear weapons first, seniors working towards a teach- clude: president, Sue Barton; first
ing credential, may be picked up vice president, Linda Howe, Bargoes the argument.)
It is for inert suspicions that In Adin269 according to Don Ryan, bara Barnard; Second vice presithe proposal for unilateral dis- assistant to the dean of students. dent, Claire Haydon, Marge HarApplicants must be graduates of vey; secretary Sue Curia, Jane
armament has proved unacceptable tp both the U.S. and the So- Delano High School, show finan- Johnson, Sue Oliver, Sally Arviet Union in the past. What lies cial need and present a record of mond; Treasurer, Sharon Reed,
ahead for the two governments, their scholastic achievement dur- Sonja Halvorsen and Molly Wool.
Elections will be Thursday and
their peoples and the world is ing freshman and sophomore
years.
Friday, Miss Galvin said.
uncertain.

English Professor
H
onored by AWS

Peace Walkers Want
World Disarmament

(Editors note: This is the third in
a six-part Willi on what is being
dere lo help insure permanent MOrld
peace. Tomorrow: U N. technical aid.)

NO. 116

Forms Available
For AWS Positions

Dinner Tickets
For Carnival
On Sale Today

instate lot’ tire ASB presidency, declared that "whoever ar elected
will do the best job he can," and
will further his goals. "My goals,"
said the ASB presidential candidate, "include, chiefly, representative government for the SJS campus." Davis also said that representative y,avernment is "a learning situation." and concluded his
talk with an appeal for votes; not
necessarili for himself, but for the
good of student government in general.
Ron Gerevas, candidate for ASB
presidency on the Paper Ballot,
said that "the Paper Ballot stresses
three things: experience, qualifications, and dedication." He said
there is a definite need for "responsible student action" in student government, citing the revitalization of student government
and improvement of college community as outstanding future projects.

Tickets for Friday night’s Spring
Carnival dinner in the cafeteria
will be sold for $1 at a booth in
front of the cafeteria today
through Thursday, Bill Ohnsted,
carnival chairman, announced.
ENCOURAGE PARTICIPATION
Olmsted said all campus apVEEP CONTENDERS
proved living centers have agreed
Chuck Butters. Sparta party’s
not to serve Friday evening’s meal vice presidential hopeful, explained
to encourage student participation that through his office he would
in the all -school carnival. The cafe- make greater use of student opinteria dinner will be served from ion polls "for better representa5-7 p.m.
tion." He added that overnight
The carnival will be kicked off parking permits, a check -cashing
by the annual Lambda Chi Alpha service and a campus Post Office
Pushcart relays at 2:30 p.m. Fri- substation were very feasible for
day, according to John Halvorson, SJS.
Lambda Chi. Thirty-two carts will
Bill Hauck, Butters’ opponent on
compete this year. There will be the Paper Ballot, stressed inboth men’s and women’s divisions creased community-college relathis year, he said.
tions. He cited the proposed SevHalvorson stated the Phi Sigma enth st. mall as an outstanding
Kappa fraternity will be trying for project that "would unite the cama third straight victory this year. pus," and promised that if electMONEY DIVIDED
ed, he would urge more direct conMoney earned at the all -school tact with city officials.
Spring Carnival, will be divided
AVILA. GOLDSTEIN
between the new College Union
Everett Avila, also on the Paper
and the community service committee (according to the carnival Ballot and running for executive
secretary, emphasized a four-point
chairman).
The community service will di- plan, including: 1) increased
vide its half into approximately knowledge of committee by the
three areas: World University executive secretary; 21 a positive
service, emergency student loan approach to the committee sysfund and a local community serv- tem; 3) more student initiative:
ice project to be decided later, land 4) better student representation.
Olmsted indicated.
His opponent. Barney Goldstein
The Spartan Shields, sophomore
men’s honorary service organiza- of Sparta party, proposed a twotion, will be in charge of the ticket way representation plan, from stubooth at the carnival. Tickets for dents to himself and vice-versa.
use at all booths will be sold at 10 Goldstein is a former president of
the Associated Independent Stucents each or 11 for $1.
dents, and member of the Liaison
committee.
Carolyn Allen, candidat e for
ASS treasurer on the Sparta party
ticket, pltdged sincerity to that
office. Rrx1 Diricion, her opponent
Maj. Gen. Frank E Stoner on the Paper Bollot, promised a
(ret.), former U.N. chief of com- bi-annual budgetary report. premunications, will discuss ’The Im- sented to the students through the
portance of World Communica- Spartan Daily. including a clear
tion to The United Nations and breakdown of fund allotments.
Sharon Brawley i Paper Ballot)
World Peace," tomorrow in CH235
and Jack Stinchfield. Sparta party,
at 3:30 p.m.
General Stoner’s talk will be offered a clarification of the ofsponsored by the International Re- fice of atty. general. but neither
offered any radical changes in the
lations club.
In addition to serving as U.N. structure of the office.
communications chief for f ou r
ONLY ’INDEPENDENT’
years, the general also served with
Gary Olimpia, the only candidate
Count Folke Bernadotte, U.N. mediator to Palestine and with his for a major office running independently for attorney general,
successor Dr. Ralph Bunche.
General Stoner continues to told the audience he would conserve as consultant to the U.N. tinue to uphold the "tremendous
and the U.S. Department of State
responsibilities" of the office and
International Information service.
pledged himself to uphold policies
made by the ASB persident and
vice president.

Maj. Gen. Stoner
Talks Tomorrow

Conniff Tickets

Tickets to the Ray Conniff
"Concert In Stereo" May’ IS at
the San Jose chic auditorium
may he purchased for 53 in
Title today and tomorrow.
Deann Kinnear of the Social
Affairs cotnnilttee has announced.
Miss Kinnear saki that remaining Whets will he returned
to the San .10.41. hos; office after
tomorross for downtown Viler.

Collection of Essays
Reviewed Tomorrow

"This Is It," a collection of essays written by Alan W. Watts,
will be reviewed by Dr. Kazumitsu
Kato tomorrow at 12:30 in cafeteria rooms A and II at the weekly
spring semester book talk.

Greene To Talk
On Chinese
Felix Greene, lecturer, correspondent and businessman, will
give smite of his impressions of
modern-day Red China today in
a lecture at 12:30 p.m. in Concert
Hall. The lecture is entitled
"China Revisited."
Greene is one of the few westerners who hart penetrated the
borders of Communist China. He
made a 10,000 mile tour of that
country in 1960, pausing to visit
communes and hospitals and works
ing with peasants in the fields.
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Seau Pets SJS Band Performs:
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ISPARTAN DAILY

Editorial

onderer

Political Gusto
With the annual ASH elections rapidly approaching, the
time seems overdue, but still appropriate, to advance an idea
for consideration that is hardly revolutionary in concept, but
which would have revolutionary implications for the student
body were it to be adopted.
The approximately 180 student groups on campus could
endorse and actively support a candidate or candidates for ASH
offices who they feel would hest represent their interests and
those of the strident body in general.
One of the most enduring criticisms of campus politics has
been that the pervasive apathy held by many students toward
student government has resulted in "government by clique."
With the fairest intentions in the world. a government that draws
its administrators from a narrow cross-section of the college
scene cannot hope to command the ,interest, much less the support of the students. Additionally, because of its intrinsic separation from the bulk of the student body. clique government seldom is an adequate reflection of ’Indent interests and opinion.
The obsrioo remeilv for mitring the chronic strident apathy
which is debilitating the campui. political processes is to work
for greater stu. lent en volsem en t in those processes.
Student organizations on the SAS campus seem to be an ideal
springboard for getting inure students into campus politics. Many
of them will be directly affected by legislation passed by Council
in the future and the rest of them surely have an interest in
good government. Most of these groups already have the necessary machinery and organization that would enable them to
examine the various platforms. select candidates and do the "precinct" work necessary for election.
Additionally, in negotiating for the support of this or that
organization. the ASB candidates would of necessity be obliged
to submit to a searching examination of their goals and purposes
11.C.
which heretofore have been

SAN JOSE STATE PRESENTS

RAY
CONNIFF

LIVE! ON STAGE;
DI PERSON!
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FIRE, FIRE
One thing about a good fire, it perks up what otherwise might
be a dull day. Thanks to a pyromaniac/arsonist (take your choice)
who’s been up to a lot of mischief recently, we have had a lot of
them: days which weren’t dull, that is.
There was this day two weeks ago, for example, when nothing
much was happening. It was hot, and students lounged leisurely
on porches and roofs.
We here at the Spartan Dailynot the sort who are bent toward insouciancewere laboring away, busily writing the hot news
for all you faithful readers.
Suddenly, the word came diver the telephone. FIRE!
As one, we grabbed our pencils and diddled out.
"Where?" we shouted in unison.
"On 10th st.." someone volunteered, and we were off toward
the area.
Even before we reached the spot, black smoke was evident.
"I wonder if it’s an approved house?" someone shouted gleefully.
No such luck. When we arrived the faithful firemen had the
holocaust under control, and were busily chopping through the
now blackened walls on a row of singed garages.
Since it was obvious that the real spectacle had passed, I looked
for the inside story . . the ’human angle present in any disaster.
I found it in three student g sitting on the veranda sipping some
beverage mixed with water. "What was the first thing you wanted to save?" I asked a
short blonde.
"My clothes," she said without hesitation.
"And how about you?" I asked her brunette companion.
"I carried all my beautiful clothes on the lawn," she said.
Not so with the fellow sitting with them on the porch.
"I’ve got a whole case of this stuff which tastes better cold
than warm," he chuckled.
"How ’bout books." I asked them.
"Oh, yeah," then said the blonde. "We thought of them second.
But don’t say that; people will get the wrong idea."
Nothing like a good fire.

’CONCERT IN STEREO"

at Son Jose Civic Auditorium

Prices: $4, $3.50, $3.. $2 Tickets at SJ be Office Sainte Claire Hotel,
CY 5-0808 or a, S. Stets Co

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOL:SE
"Where Servings Are Large
And Prices Are Right"
:;.1.3 S. 2nd St.

Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Prevent Baldness
Grow Healthier Hair
Tr,e danger signs of coming baldness

hair thinning, tight scalp, itchiness,
-3andruff, dry or greasy scalp. Get a
professional treatment that cleans and
stimulates the scalp, invigorates new
and healthy hair growth.

Student Rates
Free Examination
DEMONSTRATION TREATMENT $2.00

HAlti .AND
SCALP SPECIALiSTS
210 South First Street, Rm.-201

CY-3-8173

w
"Charles County Overture"
Symphoniceopied
sipeislor
45 mu.
(Jenkins) will open the SJS
toconcert
Band
ll
Symphonic
orchestral
night 8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall.
dithe
The program, under
Haydn
are, assomeEnglish" b aadi
theihsetrabyl
rection of Dr. Robert Hv
ri ig6:
ea e ni nat
by W. J. Duthoit, edited
elate professor of music, will
TDi
by
Hare.
be open to the public without
charge.
"Military March." which
Bet,
thoven was commissioned
Piano soloist Donald Chan will
is
compose for a Viennese
be featured in Schumann’s "Pimilitary
parade in 1816, also is
ano Concerto in A Minor," which
scheduled
for the band toorLil::
was completed in 1845. The band
Harby
made
was
arrangefnent
vornswaso.;;
old L. Hillyer, director of bands
at the University high school in
MEMO FROM
St. Louis.
A former student of Miss
Evelyn A. Heath, Chan now is
studying piano with Thomas
Ryan, professor of music. The
pianist recently won the Northern California Student Musician
auditions and placed second in
the state finals in the National
Federations of Music clubs contest.

jor, Los Altos.
Wedding plans for August are
set by Shirley Lynn, junior elementary education major, Pleasant Hills and Robert Blackford,
graduate chemistry major, Pittsburg.
PINNINGS
Julie La Grange. Kappa Kappa Gamma freshman sociology
major. Glendale, to Ben Prather,
Pi Kappa Alpha senior. history
major, San Jose.
Barbara Stoll, Kappa Kappa
Gamma sophomore kindergarten -primary and speech correction major, Palos Verdes to Marty Taylor, Delta Upsilon senior
business major, Oakland.

Castro" style at each other, one
Candidate Clears
wonders what their real inter’Misunderstandings’
ests are.
EDITORIt is in reply to a
If I were running for ASB
letter appearing in Thrust and
president these are the things
Parry on Monday, May S. 1961.
I would try to do something
written by Mr. Bob Arita that
about:
this letter is written.
11) The "high" cost of cofat
the
understood
It should be
fee, at 10 cents per cup in the
purthe
outset that it shall he
"non-profit" cafeteria, when the
pose of this letter to clarify for
stuff sells for as low as 3:3-50
sevMr. Arita and the students
cents per pound in the stores.
eral "misunderstandings" about
At least we should get refills.)
the organization of the Paper
(2) The trucks, half-tons,
Ballot.
semis, etc., that come zooming
First let it be clear that the
down Seventh at. at 50 per, as
Paper Ballot is not a political
if it were "their" freeway.
party and is not registered as
31 The College Union usually
such with the Student Council.
being closed at night, and having
It is merely the handing tovery little recreational facilities.
gether of certain individuals
14) The Lost and Found, so
who .are united in thought on
Far away, and so little publicized
several basic problems. Let it
that no one knows it is at 315
he clear that Mr. Gerevas deS. Ninth at.
,ided on his own, which is his
(5) Some outstanding speakright. to run for ASH President.
ers on the campus, (such as San
It should also be understood tpat
Jose city college hasVincent
I decided to run for ASB Vie
Price, Eleanor Roosevelt (alPresident on my own.. Mr. Gemmost), Margaret Meade, Bennie
vas and I merely agreed to forip
Bufano, and others).
16) More stories of "college"
a loose union which we call the
rePaper Ballot. It is, and will
interest in the Spartan Daily,
main, our right to form such
with broad coverage of the "top"
an alliance in the interest of the . activities that many divisions,
students at San Jose State.
(such as the business division)
In sum. the Paper Ballot is
have each semester.
not a political party. the par171 More information on our
sons united on th’e ballot have
proposed new student union.
all democratically agreed upon
(8) And just how much is it
certain basic problems, and figoing to cost students to park
nalist no candidate on the Paper
in the parking lot that is going
Ballot was nominated by a small
up? There are many other probpower bloc for each person had
lems, but these may be on the
intended to run on his own unlist of many students. How about
til the idea of the Paper Ballot
it, candidates?
Don Bryan
was presented to him.
Filll Hauck
ASB 696
ASH 10050
SAC Veep A Few
Candidate ASH Vice Prew,

in Favor
Writer Suggests: ’If I Words
EDITORJust a few words
in favor of SAC iStudents
Were Running...’
EinToit wol, :ill the ’’spir- Against Communism). By our
it’ of I he lorthcoming student
body elections coming into sharp
Focus, what with the presidential candidates shouting "Fidel

constitution we are formed "to
oppose the Communist ’conspiracy and to foster national pride
and patriotism through educa-

Entered as second class matter April 24.
1934, at San Jose, California. under the
act of March 3, 1879. Member Calif,
nia Newspaper Publishers’ Assn. Published daily by Associated Students of
San Jose State College accept Saitoday and Sunday, during college year.
Subscriptions accepted only on a remainder-of-school-year basis. In fall se master, $4 in spring semester, $2. CY
4-6414Editorial Ed. 2110. 2113. Advertising tot. 2109. Press of Globe Printing
co. Office hours 145-4:20 p.m. Monday
through Friday. Any phone calls should
be made during this period.

Library Concert
Records scheduled from noon
to 1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the
library study room:
Strauss: Also Sprach Zarathuatra.
Barber: Serenade for Strings.

JIM RAGSDALE
Editor
MIKE SANDERS .. Adver. Mt?.

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
CY 5-3410
ALL IN A NIGHT’S WARK
*
IMITATION OF LIFE
CARNIVAL IN QUEBEC Li
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Do,
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RAY K. FARRIS C U

Short course
in lifelong
economics for
college seniors!
If you are soon going tri
graduate, you’ll be inter.
ested in learning about New
York Life’s program of life
insurance especially irritable
for college students.
Several attractive plans in
available for you to choose
from. And because you ITS
young and still a student,
you enjoy the money-saving
advantage of low premium
rates. What’s more, through
my personal arrangement
you can defer payment of
the first premium until after
you graduate.
Get all the valuable fast.’ ca
New York Life’n attractive,
low emit way to financial is.
eurity. Bend for your free
copy of the Informative
booklet, "It’s Your Move,
Joe..."

chow clate

THE GREAT IMPOSTER

In A. Great TwoHour Concert
Tickets: $3.75, $3.00, $2.50. $2.00
available it
SAN JOSE BOX OFFICE
SAINTF CLAIRE HOTEL CY 5 OM
Two laugh and song filled hours with Arnerice’s enrol rr.fing
folk trio. EXTRA! KSFO’s Jim Lange to MC. Don’t miss this
performance! Tickets wont last long so get yours today!

The
spi liste
should
on Sun

New York life

MIDNIGHT LACE

San Jose Municipal Audito,aurn
Tuesday, May 9, at 8:30 p.m.
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RALPH GLEASON SAYS: "TIM Now
SINGER OF THE YEAR IS 01111/10USLY
ER RESTORE ANDERSON."

sir’s

Ann Phillips
Day Editor
News Editor -- Jay Thonvaldson
. Will Keener
Gan." And to this end we have Copy Editor
Pete Kuehl
invited speakers to the campus. Feature Editor
Fine Arts Editor .....
Ellen Shulte
These speakers have been Drama Editor
....Richard Dyer
SAC’s faculty advisers; a for- Wire Editor .......
Robert Shepard
Albert Mahler
mer Immigrations official, Hun- Production Mge....Todd Phipers
___ ..
garian freedom fighter Miklos Sports Editor
Society Editor ..._
Margaret Savidge
Tottossy; Robert LeFevre, Photo Editor
R.ch Freeland
stanch defender of our economy; Special Assignments
Jim Janssen
and former Communist and FBI
GUARANTEED TV $25 & UP
informer Karl Prussion.
New Radios $10.95 &
Wednesday morning will see
TV, RADIO, & HI-fl REPAIRS
SAC presenting for campus and
Open 7 Days a Week
community a panel of recent
DULLARD’S TV & APPLIANCE
Cuban exiles, and in the after60 S. 2nd
CY 2-8253
noon Russell Waltor will speak
on the capitalist economy.
A Daily editorial referred rewrite . . . phone . . . or visit
cently to individuals on the
right and left hammering at
RAY K. FARRIS, CLU
each other in "Thrust and Parry." Thus far SAC has had no
part in this. We’ve indulged in ,:,DELICIOUS CHINESE DISHES;
Campus Rpresentottve
no name-calling. I hope we are
on our way toward winning the
ORDERS TO GO
respect of the majority of the
FIANQUETS OUR
student body and faculty. (By
SPECIALTY
Insurance Company
the way. SAC has no connection
whatsoever with any national
221 E. Jackson CY 3-7789
490 N. First St
CY 4.1013
society.)
’
We are engaged in a cause
many students endorse and are
most encouraged to note inI Adsertinenient
creased audiences and more
members as the semester closes.
AMERICANS
LEARN THE TRUE \
Thank you for your increasing
support.
OF THE CUEO.AN REVOLUTION!
Jeffrey Bedell
I:once to Morrie Dailey Auditorium at 11:50, Mos lii.
ASH 154150
hear four exile* from Conon **** int tuba refute tlie Sb1.... .if
V.P. and Speaker Chairman
Paul Reran.
I
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HIS ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS AND

Sat., May 13
at 8:30 p.m.

In Concert Hall
s aten. Ton

ENGAGEMENTS
A wedding this summer is
planned for Ann Gannon, Kappa Kappa Gamma senior social
science major, Atherton and
Kenny Arsenault, senior electrical engineering major, Orange.
Jean Blanchard. Sigma Kappa
sophomore English major. Atherton, wears a ring from Ed
Laughlin, junior engineering ma-
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"best foreign film award"
INGMAP. BERGMAN’S

THE VIRGIN SPRING
:

also Fernandel in

THE BIG CHIEF
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ATO Favored Returnees Bolster SJS
To Reclaim ’ Diamond Hopes in ’62
Track Title
The 1961 annual Intramural
irack and field meet will get under
ay at 1:30 p.m. Sunday, with last
iinies champion Alpha Tau Omega
.4ain favored to take top honors.
ATO captured three firsts and
,even seconds in the 1960 meet to
dpoint second place Theta Chi
t3-72,2. Phi Sigma Kappa fin.hed third with 44 points and
ielta Sigma Pi placed fourth with
The Phi Sigs, with several good
-;.iinters and a top relay team,
hauld be the Tau’s major threat
Sunday.
An important meeting of comoalng organizations will he held
marrow at 3:45 p.m. in the In,..amtiral office of the Men’s gym.
mill details and conduction of
,,t %till be iltsnast,e,t.
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First in
formal wear
since 1906
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TONY’S SHOE SERVICE

EXPERT SHOE REPAlRINC,

SAN FRANC CO OAKLAND
8ERKELE1/. SACRAMENTO
SAN JOSE
SAN ,MATED PAW ALTO
-

...7i

172 E. J

P.G.E. - Water Bills
Postal Station No 10

WE GIVE

OPEN DAILY
,1.111. 10 p.m.
III 2.111. 7 p.m
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JOE’S TELEVISION
99 N. 10+h St.
CY 7-34

IN SAN JOSE
75 SOUTH 2ND
CY 4-2322
Thursday until 8:30 p.m.
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The big rap against San Jose
State’s 1961 baseball team was
that it came on too late with too
little.
The Spartans, with a late season rush that carried them to the
West Coast Athletic Conference
title, wound up the campaign with
a 16-23 mark. Nothing to brag
about, but worthy of praise considering the Spartans were only
3-17 at one stage.
Naturally, Coach Ed Sobczak’s
aim next year will be to get off
to a Dennis Johnson start. A
glance at the roster indicates that
Sobczak stands a good chance of
achieving that aim.
Back for more diamond duty
will be John Jurivich, the smooth swinging outfielder who hit .437
to lead the SJS offense.
In the pitching department.
Dave Turnbull and Jim Wilson will
return to supply Sobczak with a
fine one-two mound punch. Turnbull and Wilson give the Spartans
a right -left tandem that should
prove as strong as any in the
a?ea.
In the infield. Tom Rike will be
back to handle first. Steve Chell,
after an encouraging sophomore
year. will he at second or third
depending on what Sobczak in.

PRESCRIPTIONS

4th ST. PHARMACY

CY 5 7954

& Jactson

See the Outstanding Book Buys
San Jose Book Shop Has for You This Week
S1 98
GREAT AGE OF DISCOVERY
33,
fl 98
LOVE LIFE .OF ANIMALS
330
PHOTO QUESTIONS
MOTHER’S ENCYCLCPEDIA
ANSWERED r J.,fl
49
101,
DEATH VALLEY
OJ MEN / CARS
VII
S’
AMERICAN STEAM NAVIGATION
’ SEARCH OF MAN
-cot, o
NOW SIRE
Cai
$2.91
LAWLESS DECADE PHOTOGRAPHY ANNUALMODERN CABINET WORK $’20I
$4 98
"
DICTIONA RY OF PAINTING HUNDREDS MORE

NOW $298
:918 1125 ART OF THE POTTER r .
NOW 5495
(sesm
200
DICTIONARY Of MODERN CHESS
NOW $298
(56,
000 e,9’:
SELECT PROM

TO
Travel, Biography. Children’s Rooks. Religion mu,
1.1
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cc-, Now 3, 5, -

EARLY FOR A GOOD CHOICE

Sanjose
1P1)OOK51191)

Open ’la
900 p
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F
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Frrnando El.tween

3.4 wnd 4111 5.1

Best Seller
Reprints
Poe Less
CY TOOT

31

Save Money!
Guaranteed Recaps
at 55C7o off
New Tire Prices!

DUNLOP
Cobb set the
land -speed record.

Track Entries

Greater Safety
AS LOW AS

12."

Longer Mileage
Superior Comfort
Change to Dunlop Now at

/ your old

14:07.91, Keith Forman 1405.81 ’
.and Vick Reeve 14:11.01. Burleson
has run 3:58.6 for the mile.
Chief competition for Oregon
will come ft
its Corvallis
neighbor, Oregon state. and fr
Ifouston’s foursome stint an intern:Monist flavor. Three Australians and is Pole comprise
the Houston squad that earlier
this year won the esent at the
Texas relays.
The two-mile relay features
Oregon, Occidental and Stanford.
The Tigers have the hest mark
of the three teams. 7:35.8. In the
distance medley. ACC. UCLA.
Stanford and San Jose State all
have a chance. It is probably that
some schools may bypass certain
of the events to be fresh for
others.
In the sprint relays it’s the same
old story. Abilene Christian and
USC lead the pack. San Jose State.
with Dennis Johnson. Don Ramos.
Willie Williams. Jim Flemons and

DYROL BURLESON
Oregon star

possibly Bob Poynter among it possible participants, must be rated
the -no and 101.0
highly
events,
The Junior vollege division of
the Fresno meet
t not be
aeri0fIkYd. Fullerton junior 1.111 for three
kV- V1iii ht. at ’
J.C. records with as many teams
entered. The southlanders alresob hold toss’ national marks
-7:11.3 for the two-mile and
9:57.3 for the distance medley.
Key men for Fullerton are national J.C. 880 record holder Leroy
Neal and Jan Underwood, runnerup in the 1960 state high school
championships. The other squad
is the Hornet 660 relay team consisting of four men who have run
a furlong in less than 21.5.
If it’s high schools you prefer.
75 prep squads coming from as
tar north as the Oregon border
and as tat south as Bakersfield
svill be on hand in the high school
division. This year’s Fresno entry
list is the ta,,est ever. It numbers
1752 ithiete,
PRODUCTION
, UPI - Produc1101,LYW(
lion has started in Rome on Co. mina Pictures’ Sin million film
:a rabbas.
The picture is based on the
Biblical no\ el by Par Lagerkvist.
or the screen by
It was to
,,,---,aaptor of
Christophel
"Ben Hut

.5 triple play and three double squeeze situation only to pop up
plays ended the season on a high to third baseman Ken Takahashi
note for the freshman baseball who promptly stepped on third
team last Friday in a game played and threw to second base to comin San Francisco against the USF plete the triple killing. The frosh
went on to win the game. 9-2.
yearlings.
After a fast start, the Sparta- end the season with an over
FAIRGROUNDS
babes were victims of a deluge of 11-8 record. in spite of a (list:
FAIRWAYS
miscues in the field which caused 1-5 mark in league competition.
8,1
oe2c4
Coach Gustafson cited outfiein.
coach Bill Gustafson and his asGolf
Course
some head - Bob Lang and third sacker
It u-iil to I.. that each Fridat night in a I..rD number of sistant, Floyd Martin
hashi as standouts this
the
almost
to
lasted
itches
which
bout,- I It rottulloill the country. the man of the lisniss reserved one
Lang ended up with it .158 a .
hour tor %%Mulling the weekly TV boxing headliner. ’lliose days end of the season. The defensive
revival in the last game was a and Takahashi finished at .326 I.
are goo,. and
is boxing.
fantastic defen,,
1.111.tt..- Friday Night Fights. one of the longest running blessing to the coaches and pro- sides playing a
sided the thrill of all thrills for game all year. Pitchers Vic :\
FOR GREEN FEES
la/1111’1h
ever to appear on the 17 inch
ter has given
linaro and John Hartman were 1.
WITH COPY OF THIS AD
up it- ttiphilitt -pot for a similar tilim one night later. After a the fans, the triple play.
ii
.
finishing
hot
Ii
workhorses.
ITSF loaded the bases with notlat -ptiii ultimo-, in the routines of suburbia, the boxing displays
9,
identical 3-2 records.
of tele, kion are hut an effective barbiturate.
’body out in the fourth inning to
"This team was much stroll..
o ell the parrot that appears heirs PIM r
Is seems to hase: provide the setting for the !melt than any I have had before." s
lost -mite of the zip he
displayed. Ele cannot. of course. seen play. The next batter
n.t:tf-riti in reflecting over
TONITE: 10 to 11 pm
la Wanted for failing to sl
his former enthusiasm. He has t.ctt.,,
.
the
1 lc a I.
during his side.’ tenure.
of the sam’
P
ON KLIV’s SPARTAN
wOCCI ...0’...02.04C0000.7.07001^
lisraclers silo’ were on hand for th. debut of the bird with the
razor are -till making regular appearances in the ring. They’re
tired to.
Do you have 495
Notable among these seasoned
performers are the Ilk. Is it faking over vo,
’f Ralph "Tiger’. Jones and (armel.
Both lime heel.
in for professional coon,.
Come
far ’kiln.; room %letter-, foot,- tt.t. -lab is lien he started
318 S. TENTH STREET
awl I. INN ICC a 1.11M a decade later. BM Ralph is "a spoiler"
ACROSS FROM ALLEN HALL
r 0
1t
gh to be favored but iincas.
Hs. shakes
..iit
Ii - t Ii’, r’s for a win i. And Carmen is a crowd. pleaser
1
....pi,tilt pleasing to sadists).
Basilic). the Syracuse on’
farmer for Canastoga. if yon
PLUS OTHER
for best supporting role, lit the past
BARBER SHOP
I ,re:er should get au e
FREE PRIZES
couple of sear-.
has cliale.ed lit- -1s1. front %% inner to
Phone CY 3-9955
I ouching hag. Carmen has been Iasted lit middleweight -chants t.e...C.C.e....CODOCAGGOCCOVesceCane Fullmer imil Paul Pender ti hirecent outings.
In both bouts. the brave little belter steppeil front the ritag.
uith part of the purse and
. of the title. Ills most permanent
...menirs %s ere a fess more scars for a face 111.11 looks more an.I
lik.
STUDENT
onion with earl] succeeding I toIt. But now Basilio
I.. retire and -Tiger- has reduced his list it’ activity and
CLOTHING UNION
-.. I
tali, so ill be treated to the likes of Pete lialltmacher.
The Its
Ilea% y weight %k as
of the "maiiii-eventtrs- two
..o,, in a I
t that Gill, it, st
Id be ahle to deduct Irma
g Dimg .1
s. ItAilt‘111.11 her absorb...I
taxes, Battling
a It’sglaneing blosis before sinking to the canvas in
toot toil
1- the count reached III.
Pete does I’
thing in slow
III,’ former Olt miiiim had his hands cupped in er hi- ears. Perhaps
the refere.
bli ol.
Busing has it, eidorful tharacters left hut they are guicklt
I ading. Sugar Ray Robinson was dtei..
hy Ponder_ a mall
.115(1 a piano player’s hands. Archie Moore
is jib a boxtr’s
-.pins to hate misplaced
Aborigim diet somtwhert and mat
the ,eah... stop di 17, I
Is again.
l’eleyi.’
hosing started at loss ti.I. hut has reached a no..
aid% 11.mer mate. The outlook p. preitv dim. I IlTil someone
Milli, along to displace the likes of Harold "orange joke" John-on and Gene Fullmer. The Nlarquis of Queensbur% osill continue
to writhe in his grave. Viewers will be better off to sw Ruh to more
Peri-% "8I.I-ill or
II ii1,11 11.ilklii "1
^
COMIN’:_, TO AN LN.,.;
WITH THE SPRING SEMESTER
WE WANT TO REDUCE OUR ENTIRE STOCK OF VAUGHN
RECOGNIZED CLOTHING AND SPORTSWEAR AT PHENOM
ENAL REDUCTIONS TO ALL STUDENT CARD HOLDERS A 1
ITEMS TO BE SOLD AT LESS THAN 1/2 PRICE FOR A
TIME ONLY.

%SPORTS

PROFILE

50‘

Flattops

Tv

Ivy League Crewcuts

SaLOOOT

A TRANSISTOR
RADIO
GIVEN AWAY

len and 41,:i

VAUGHN’S
SEMESTER
CLEAN-UP
LESS THAN 1/2

PRICE

SAVE! - SAVE!
Big Discounts on Car Services

St, 95 IONC. -1.-3 HALF SLEEVE SPORT
54
SHIRTS. Semester Clean -Up PRICE

$2.33 - 3.33

10 -Minute Service on Lubrication

OF MONEY-SAVING sHIVICES

\
1.
2.
3
4.
5

Lubrication
Oil Change
Oil Filfcrs
Wheel Pack I per wheel’
Tires Rotated (per wheel)

6

Broke

$125
qt. Ho
.......... 30% off
1.10

$5.95 Pollsked Cotton ar,:t
PLAIN FRONT PANTS Now Priced
I
$29.50 $49.50 Nat. c.-0 SISUITS. SEMESTER CLEAN-UP

$2.88

WASH & WEAR

$12.95 $2195 SLACKS,
Wor..tecl,, Large Selection. NOW

$14.88 - 24.33
$6.33 - 11.33

Adpustrnent

7 Brake, rr;lined (most cars)
8 Mufflers 115Isinute service/

WALK SHORTS,
CHO,

CREDIT - BANKAMERICARD. FIRST NATIONAL
NoNals -

Coll CY 5-6257 for

appoletment

****4144************************************
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Rig gun for the Lone Star
staters in 1961 Is Junior Earl
Young. Young was a member I.1
the 4110-meter toursonse that sson
the gold medal for the l’.5.lii
the 1960 Olympic Gaines in
it
young’s great speed Rises
ACC fine representative’s in the
sprint relays as sten.
USC almost as consistent a win ner as it is a participant in the
West Coast relays, has its tisual
Powerhouse. The Trojans recently
I shattered the old mile relay mark
I with a 3:07.6 clocking. SC has an
unparalleled quartet of 440 men.
including Rex CaWley 446.21, Kevin
’Hogan 146.21. captain Bobby Staten 147.01 and Dean Balzarett
t47.7t.
Oregon will send down a fine
squad and a four-mile relay team
that will gun for American and
world records in the special event.
i Olympic star Dyrol Burleson will
!anchor the Webfeet on a team that
,iIs, includes George Larson

Spartan Frosh End
Season with 9-3 Win

All organuatiuns entered
Sunday’s intramural track meet
must hate a representative at
an organizational meeting tomorrow at 3:45 p.m. in MG201,
ae,ording to Dan Clines, facultN
’ Amoral director.

helped John

Lessons learned in building the world’s
fastest tires for the world’, fastest
cars help Dunlop build passenger car
tires that offer you

.1"---3

Trojans, ACC Top Great Relay Field

As the name implies, relay
herit, tt,itt, the frosh nine.
etents will play a principal part
Kenny Williams and Dave Doak , of this weekend’s Fresno classic
will return to share the catching’ and each year director J. Flint
duties.
Harmer manages to import some
Sobczak loses Doug McChesney of the nation’s outstanding baton
4313., Larry Bachiu (2111, Larry passers for the West Coast relays.
Tognolini . SS 1, John Galvan 10F),
Abilene Christian and USC have
Jim Pusateri 10F), Bob Mayto- taken turns setting records in the
renit Pi and Bob Woodis
mile relay and both will be on hand
Righthander Joel Guthrie will Saturday. The Texas school bebe back to aid Turnbull and Wil- came an entrant at Fresno when
son with the hurling chores.
Bobby Morrow V’aS rated as the
Bob Pimento’ should nail down "world’s fastest human" and have
one of the outfield berths, com- made frequent annear:tnne, since,
r,
plementing Jurivich.
it
With these men as a nucleus111114
p
plus
what the frosh provides-the
Spartans should better their 1961
record.
In justice to the 1961 crew, the
Spartans’ WCAC record needs lit tie improvement. SJS won nine if
ten league games losingt only t..
arch -rival UOP t.vhom they con -I
a
(pled
three tunes.

TIRES
world’s

’4PARTAN D

Tuesday. May 9. 1961

West Coast Relays

DISCOUNT LUBRITORIUM
6th & Keyes Streets

CYpress 5-6257

MANY ITEMS
SOX
STOCK UP FOR SUMMER

ALSO ... ALL ITEMS IN OUR GIRLS DEPT.

vAuGHNIs

STUDENT CLOTHING UNION

11We-

SMALL, BUT DEADLY

Ttleshy. May Ct

4SP ART AN I/ ATT.T

IBM Engineer

sO

Top Five Per Cent

Slates Talk

51 Students Invited to Join
Phi Kappa Phi, Honor Society
Phi Kappa Phi. national scholastie honorary society, has invited
51 SJS students to join its ranks,
according to Dr. Brant Clark, president of the SJS chapter of Phi
Kappa Phi, and psychology department head.
Initiation for those who accept
membership will be held on June 1.
Invitation of membership to Phi
Kappa Phi at SJS has generally
been limited to deserving to those
students well within the top five
per cent or their graduating class.
Membership of juniors and graduate students has occurred on a
more restrictive basis.

Itiger’ were invited from the engineering
Invitations were extended to 19
students in the division of educalion: Judith Moore, Barbara Gil lott. Yvonne Dietrich. Reba An(Jerson, Cynthia Spalding, Joan
Damm, Robert Silveira, Jeanne
Karrow, Patricia Williams, Man.
anne Nealon, Ernie Hickson. Lee
Nordheim, Marie Misfeldt and Jean
Brown.
Division of humanities and arts:
Norma Anderson. Sandia Ward.
Rosamond Counter. Lee Weber
Hancock, William Roberts. Dennis
Champion, Barbara Cowles, Richard Dennison, Rodney Jiskoco
Edythe Cooper, Shirley Henrichsen. Linley Jensen. Sandra Lo
Sailors, Ricardo Trimillas and Nancy Spohn.
SCIENCE-OCCUPATIONs
Division of science and occupalions: June Yamamoto. Mary
!Jones, Larry Lowry. Earl Hautala,
Ann Horton, Irvin Colt, Donald
Gundred, Gloria Vanisko, Mary
Ruby, Janet Hellums, Nancy New-

CLASS BREAKDOWN
Of the 51. students. 32 are gradouting seniors. 13 are second semester Juniors, five are graduate
students and one is a first semester senior.
Five it the invited students are
from the division of business:
Glenn Morrison. Martha Wyckoff,
Terry Allen. Mrs. Ruth Wallace
and Sharon McNutt,
James Lima and Walter Glaun-1
--------

IDr. Roa To Speak,
Cook Indian Dinner

man. Ronald iloldhcoolf. Gail ,
Flock, Dan McDaniel and Robert
Stavn,
Dr. Clark emphasized the fact
that Phi Kappa Phi is an honorary society composed of graduate
and undergraduate members from
all departments of United States
colleges and universities.
The society was founded in 1897
by a group of ’students but later
broadened into national scope by
a committee of presidents from
the University of Maine. University
of Tennessee and Pennsylvania
state university.

Fallen Leaf Lake
Signup Begins
Registration for the Fallen Leaf
lake summer session will be held
tomorrow in front of S127 at 8,
a.m. The week-long session, part
of an outdoor field program of the
West Coast Nature school, is
worth one unit of science credit.
re.;tisrra6ttiounit.ionacfceeoridsinpagyatbole upon

.

A "CHICKEN" PIRANHA"Come out wherever you are.’’ Ray Stanley, philosophy student,
peers into the back recesses of an aquarium
to see a small but very ferocious fish (encircled). Though only a few inches long, the
physical appearance of this fish gives one the

idea of his disposition. On display on the second floor of the Science building, this piranha
is believed to have been one of the last of his
kind imported into the United States. They are
so ferocious they have been labeled the Mad
Dog of the Amazon."

ew Piranha Fish Shares Bond
West7;1;.Witn Lucky LucianoAlmost

Coast Nature school. An additional $16 is required for food.

Dr. Frederick 13. Wood
electrical engineer’, v. u
the third in a tour.p.,,
"Liberal Religion" being
41.10413011.
by the Adult Education roam
of the Unitarian church,
at 8 o’clock.
Dr. Wood will discuss "Deuelo,.
lag a Personal Philosophy."
If,
talk will be presented at the
tn..
tartan church, 160 N. Third
m
and will be open to the
public
A student of international
eo.
nornic problems, in addition
I
electrical engineering. Dr. W,,.
obtained his Ph.D. foini the
tr,
versity of California.
His presentation will
a short introduction and
lion of several charts cols,:
a perspective of mankind’,
opment and future potentials,
then will break up intt, a gens:,.
discussion session.
The charts will be :timed at
ating a pictorial shorthand
spective of ’tthe physical univert,
the stages in the development
mankind’s thinkihg, the ilevele!.
I merit of human civilizations.
more significant steps of the L.,
few ecnturies in the progress
human civilization and a paw.
live of the future.
all

Jonathan Winters

and
The fish are sensitive to a n y
now affects the piranha.
Shelley Berman
The main fear seems to be that blood in the water, and are at,
Dr. K. B. Roa, western regional
if the fish are turned loose, they tracted by kicking and splashing.
albums
director of the World University
The species of serrasalmus, desmight establish a colony. The
service, will present a mo-pal’ Pre -Reg Scheduled
and the sound
from
drainage system in the South is pitii the abundance of herbivorous
program at, the Tri-C buildinv
"NEVER ON SUNDAY"
members, contains some of the
ideal for the piranha.
Third and San Antonio sts., to- For Student Teachers
"Once they got loose and started world’s most ferocious fish.
Elementary education students
night at 5:30.
breeding there wouldn’t be any
The program will consist of an may pre-register for student teach"Mad Dog of the Amazon?" And
sure way of stopping them," he how!
authentic Indian dinner, cooked by ing this week in TH159. ansaid.
Dr. Roa. and a lecture on the ac- nounced Dr. Vergil H. Hughes, asThe "mad dog of the Amazon" HAIRCUTS
sociate professor of elementary
tivities and program of WUS.
(family serralminae) currently UP THE
Fred Gene, Tri-C adviser, de- education.
ALLEY displayed in the biology departscribed WUS as "the only organiment, replaces an older piranha
zation in the world in which stuwhich died when a student misdents are helping students."
takenly fed it cat entrails which
Tickets for the program can ho
had been soaked in formaldehyde.
purchased for $1 at the door. All
Alone, Dr. Smith said, piranha
proceeds from the dinner will hi Of
fish seem shy and timid, But,
donated to WUS, according
"they are vicious in a school," he
Gere.
admits.
Dr. Roan appearance. which i1:1.1AS
AIWNDIS
State
Department
of
Correction
1...
All serralminae (genus serrasalbeing sponsored by the College
is
a
large
gap
between
the
There
located
at
Sacramento.
50 So. 1st Street
CY 1.9291
spartun book store
must are not carnivorous. ReChurch council. is one of many state prisons and colleges. Yet in
36 Valley Fair
CH Milt
EXHIBITION
HERE
86.00
Dr.
George
Myers.
pro,
such appearances being made by one way there is a connection in
search
by
SJS faculty and students were
123 SOUTH 4th
Dr. Roa on behalf of WUS all which they help each other.
able to see some of these items fessor of biology, Stanford univerwer
has,
the
genus
to
,cross the country.
sity,
shows
Furniture and many teaching in a two-day exhibition last week
bt
aids are mass produced at prisons at the entrance to Morris Dailey many vegetarians. In fact or:
four species in this genus are Cu::
such as San Quentin. It is this auditorium.
Many area state agencies visited sidered to be dangerous to man.
same type of furniture which is
’LITTLE DOVE’
used by SJS students in class- the exhibition to view items on disrooms.
play ranging from executive office
"Piranha" means "fish-tooth" or
SJS is possibly the largest pur- desks to kindergarten building "toothed fish" in the language of
wEEK ONLY,
BY VAN HEUSEN
I cuss: is as chaser of this prison-made equip- blocks.
Ins’Aniv*
Brazilian Indians. Various counawarded its ninth straight first ment. At one time a purchaselor
The items can be purchased tries in the Amazon basin has,
place prize in drill team competi- approximately 3000 classroom only by state supported agencies. different names for the fish. Is:
ENTIRE STOCK OF
tions Sunday.
desks was sent to San Quentin All furniture is competitively Venezuela they are "caribe"
The thrill team was awarded the I prison at San Francisco.
priced with privately manufactured reference to cruel, warlike Carib,
UNFINISHED
first place after participating in ’ Other items used by SJS in- items and are bought through Indians of northern section ot
FRAMES
the four-hour-long Los Banos pa- clude office desks, booths, library state funds. Holden added, "State! South America. "Palomenta" (a’
ART EXHIBIT BY:
rade. Capt. S. J. Lohodinski, assist- chairs, tables and book shelves, a agencies are not required to put’- "little dove" is their name in
ant professor’ of military science, variety of training and teaching chase them but do so because 1 Bolivia.
said that "the members of the [aids and dormitory furniture.
mass orders are not required. Theyl Staying away from swift water
,r))..1E IN AND BROWSE
drill team received this victory
Responsible for state-wide manu- can order one or five items atl the pirantha frequent guiete
of
hours
due to long and arduous
facture of this equipment is the the same individual price of a deeper pools. They swim in school practice on campus."
large order."
I but Dr. Myers explained this ter.
Thomas Holden, California Con- I dency is strongly modified by the
1:% IN NI WI \
rectional industries representative. I fear of each other.
! Ci
A New
NEV.
indicated that with each item proFear seems to vanish when III,
York firm, Stiviv-all, inc., is ()tduced, a prison inmate is helped l school falls upon its prey a t, 1
toward rehabilitation with society swiftly disposes of it.
iering for $5.98 a survival kit of
and FRAME SHOP
when his sentence is completed.
21 pounds of canned food- -guar- TODAY
SWALLOW FOOD WHOLE
332 E. SANTA CLARA
Spartan
Shields.
meeting,
CHHolden was in charge of the exanteed to keep a person alive and
CY 3-1793
Piranha are well -adapted Is
233, 6:45 p.m.
hibition.
healthy 14 days in case of atomic
fast eating. Their single row of
Christian Seienee organization.
LEARNING TRADE
teeth in each jaw forms a coo.
meeting. Memorial chapel, 7:30
The program now in effect in
tinuous saw-like cutting surface
tt,rn
California’s prisons is aimed at reHuth club, meeting, speaker: Dr. forming the prisoner through the sharper than most shark teeth
Lange. assistant professor teaching of a trade, Holden lndi- The teeth are adapted for snap I mathematics, TH11, 12:30 p.m. rated. The program was put into ping or cutting off hunks aiu!
Collegiate Christian fellowship. effect---20 years ago and extin- swrillnwintt thorn
!neeting, cafeteria, 7 p.m.
guished the age-old rock pounding
Coats
Sweaters & Cashmere
United Campus Christian fellow- by California prison inmates.
: ...hip,
at.,
300
S.
10th
7
p.m.
meeting,
:
Specialty
Our
NEW AUTO INSURANCE
Z Junior - Senior class executive
SAVINGS ANNOUNCED
15% Discount"
3:30
p.m.
S112,
,ouncil,
meeting,
s’
with Student Body Card
FROM THE 417 COLLECTION VAN HEUSEN
A:
Savings up to $120 on automobile
Kappa Phi. meeting. 405 S. 10th
insurance are now common for
, 7:30 p.m.
AGAIN PRESENTS THE TRADITIONAL WITH
married
men
under
25
years
of
Mu, national honCommunity Senior committee,
’398 EAST SANTA CLARA
age with the California Casualty
ITS CONTEMPORARY BUTTON DOWN
:fleeting, College Union, 1:30 p.m. orary photojournalism fraternity,
\VA",
Indemnity Exchange.
will present trophies to the win- ,
"Married
men
in
this
age
bracket
STYLING. IN PINK, SAGE, BLUE CHECKS
TOMORROW
ners of its fourth annual all -colare generally paying excessiv
Pre-Medical society, meeting, lege photo contest at a special
FOR 100% PLEASURE WEAR THIS SUMMER
premiums for th degree of risk
Health Building lobby, 7:30 P.m
involved," says George 1.4. Camp.
meeting today at 4 in cafeteria
YOUR
WARDROBE MUST INCLUDE THIS
bell Spartan Representativ for
International Relations club, room B, according to president Ed
the
Exchange.
100% COTTON CONVERTIBLE COLLAR
meeting. speaker: Maj. Gen, Frank Rapoport.
"We believe the+ a married man
Summer Sess cc 2 cedrooes furnished Stoner, CH235. 3:36 p.m.
CLASSIFIED RATES:
with
family
responsibilities is
First, seond and third place troSTYLE SPORT SHIRT
ALSO BY VAN HEU- -r-ens. well +0 wall carapts. ..
25c line first insertion
more careful driver, and causes
TAW, meeting, CH238. 7:30 p.m. phies for the best photos entered
sumReasonable
SJS.
I
pet.
SEN, GET BOTH TODAY AT
20c a line succeeding insertions
fewer accidents," said Campbell.
Lutheran Student assn.. meet- will be presented, and honorable
7th.
mor rates. 423
2 line minimum
"Therefore, In. is ratified to rafra
ings, 300 S. 10th mt., 11:30 a.m., mention awards will he announced. ,
for
mature
drivers."
230
turn.
Apts.
Lanai
Beautiful
Faculty:
For example: A married men, age
discussion group: 7:30 p.m., docPhotos entered in the competiTO PLACE AN AD:
E. San Salvador.
22 with Bodily Injury Liability
trine study group.
tion, which was sponsored by Spar- I
Call at Student Affairs Office
810/20.000, Property Damage
Wonted
Room 16, Tower Hell, or
Public Relations committee, tan Bookstore, will he on display,
85.000 and Medical $500 pays
Send in Handy Order Illonk
meeting. College Union, 2:45 p.m. and refreshments will be served.
Share
about $157 year with most infall,
rr
yours
apt.
my
share
Girl
with Cheek or Money Order.
surance companies. With Cali.
SAC. meeting, Morris Dailey The meeting is open to the student ’
with I or 2 only. CY 7.6129.
No Phone Orders
forni Casualty he would pay
11 ’lbs rn.
auditorium,
body.
Laundry
DIRTY LAUNDRY, for Students
about $80 less $16 dividend, or
Service, free pickup & delivery. 24 hr.
a net of $64 (based on current
service. CY 4.2420. 60c per 8 lb.
20 per cent dividend). Thus he
Per Sale
saxes about 893 with the Ex--Missellanessas
Gold dredger-314s be. Alum, engine
change. (Other coverages with
comparable slxvings).
e imp, high press’s hose 4 ’ thurnote,
Campbell declared (het even on.
tube. $135, 80x 1001 Mt. V,ew Thesis, term papers typed. Spartan City
L
iCLOTHIERS
#45. CY 5-6688.
nr Cell YO 7-7652.
married men and women with
1
It -T %SITE
^
good driving records may save
2800
dances
880
Ors.
Sor,
Club
Fret.
MOTOROLA T-enr,stor rar redo, 9 .7,
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FOR CHURCHES & PARTIES
over 20 per cent
CY
7-1950.
Senter
Pd.
evenings.
2.4990
CY
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Call or writ* for full information
to George M. Campbell, 666
Services
leatals
Maple Ave. Sunnyvale, REgnt 9benut chop 211 JACKSON
CY
44176
1741 (day & nits).
TYPING, DONE IN MY HOME. AN 6Lg. furs. apt. Cr. SJSC. 4 men OS
1111.
6 men $19 ea. AN 9-0104.

61
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By KEN WINKLER
A new piranha fish in the Science department shares a common
bond with Lucky Luciano -- well,
almost,
Dr. Ralph Smith, professor of
biology and zoology, believes it I
may be one of the last of the I
species imported into the United
States. A government restriction
similar to the one which keeps
the underworld leader in Europe
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